Abstract: Through modeling we explored the possibility of utilizing a sparse frequency linear frequency modulation (LFM) signal for laser radar (ladar) applications. We propose a potential transmit and receive experiment utilizing the superposition of two LFM laser sources with a known difference frequency to provide the necessary segmented bandwidth. Finally we analyzed the signal performance of the proposed system showing that the range resolution of the signal can be improved by two to three times while utilizing the same modulator bandwidth as that of a continuous LFM signal. 
Introduction
The range resolution of laser radar (ladar) systems is dependent on the bandwidth of the transmitted laser signal. A shorter transform limited laser pulse gives better range resolution, since range resolution is inversely proportional to signal bandwidth [1] . However, signal strength is directly proportional to pulse duration for a constant peak power, resulting in a decrease in signal to noise ratio (SNR) with decreasing pulse width. Reconciling these two opposing trends are well established and are major driving forces behind modern ranging detection technology.
Ladar systems can benefit greatly by utilizing techniques developed by the radar community. Many of the same issues faced by radar systems are the same for ladar. A particularly successful radar technique for ranging uses frequency chirped signals [1] . The long duration of the chirped signal is advantageous from the standpoint of signal strength and therefore improving the SNR. For this reason chirped signals, which have the advantage of increasing the bandwidth of the signal while maintaining relatively large pulse durations, have become the most popular form of radar signals [1] .
Borrowing this technique directly from the radar community and applying it towards ladar systems is not entirely possible. In radar systems the receiver directly measures the electric field whereas in ladar systems a simple, direct field measurement is not possible. To overcome this obstacle most ladar receivers utilize either homodyne or heterodyne mixing [2] . Recent work in ladar signals has also utilized in-phase and quadrature (I/Q) detection in order to determine the complex envelope of the signal [3, 4] . A powerful technique to determine the range from the homodyne or heterodyne signal is to digitally correlate the signal with a matched filter to determine the range [1] .
The most common chirped signal has a time dependence given by
. Since frequency is the derivative of phase, a quadratic phase waveform will result in a linear frequency chirp, or has a linear frequency modulation (LFM) in time. While this technique is relatively well developed in the radar community [1, 5, 6] , LFM signal generators for ladar applications have the potential to be even better since the higher optical frequencies can handle much larger (higher bandwidth) LFM chirps. However, the ladar approach will only compete with radar if the LFM chirp is larger than those obtained for radar. Obtaining large frequency chirps of the order of 1 GHz on time scales of 1 µs are technologically challenging.
Even though the basic physics is similar for radar and ladar, there are appreciable differences in the transmitter and receiver designs. One major hurdle in the application of LFM laser signals is the production of the signal itself. It is important that the signal maintain a linear frequency ramp or chirp over the entire modulation range. For small LFM chirps this is not an issue but as the chirp bandwidth increases it becomes difficult to maintain linearity. There are many different modulation techniques used to generate LFM signals. For example the frequency can be modified through the laser source by modulating the cavity length, temperature, or drive current. The internal cavity modulation schemes can generate large frequency chirps. External laser cavity modulations schemes such as using electro-optic (EO) and acousto-optic (AO) modulators provide better control. While these schemes typically have a smaller chirp bandwidth, the linearity of the frequency chirps can be better maintained. It remains technically challenging to sustain linearity over relatively large spans of time [7, 8] .
In order to overcome this problem we take a cue from the sparse aperture imaging [9, 10] , chirped synthetic-wavelength interferometry [11] , and sparse frequency radar [12, 13] communities by using two wavelength shifted coherent sources that each have a continuous wave LFM (CW-LFM) imposed on them. In this paper we analyze the processing of these signals and analyze the improvement in range resolution.
Sparse Frequency LFM Signal

Signal Generation
To produce a sparse frequency LFM chirped signal we start with two frequency and phase stabilized lasers with a known difference frequency (df). The two lasers are combined in a single optical fiber and transmitted through a frequency modulator via a fiber optic coupler, assuring that any resultant noise from the modulator is correlated in both chirped signals. It is assumed that the frequency modulator is an acousto-optic modulator which has a frequency offset, f 0 in addition to the frequency shift. The modulator will periodically linearly shift the frequency of the lasers from f o to f 0 + B, where f o is the fundamental frequency shift of the modulator that will later allow for heterodyne mixing, and B is the chirp bandwidth. Fig. 1 shows a frequency spectrum of the resultant waveform. The modulated laser beam is sent to a target and the returned scattered light is collected and mixed with one of the unchirped laser signals, which is used as a local oscillator (LO). The mixed signals are detected through an I/Q detection assembly. A schematic for the proposed experiment is shown in Fig 2. The I/Q detection scheme allows the retrieval of the complex envelope which can be correlated with a matched filter to determine the range and range resolution. 
Field on the detector
Given the basic transmit and receive setup as described above and shown in Fig. 2 , the resultant heterodyned signal can be determined by looking at the total field on the detector and the current it generates, which is proportional to the magnitude squared of the field, given by
where Ã 1 and Ã 2 are the complex amplitudes of the fields returning from the target and Ã LO is the complex amplitude of the local oscillator. Since the field amplitudes of the two are approximately equal, Ã 1 ≈ Ã 2 = Ã and are much less than the field amplitude of the LO, Eq.
(1) can be simplified to Eq. (2)
where c.c. represents the complex conjugate of the first two terms inside of the brackets. Utilizing I/Q detection the complex amplitude in the brackets of Eq. (2) can be extracted. The complex signal is given by
The signal is captured with a digitizer and the range resolution information is extracted by applying a matched filter processing technique.
Ambiguity function
The range and Doppler resolution of the signal can be analyzed using the ambiguity function introduce by Woodward in 1953 [14] , defined by
which was developed based on matched filter processing. Eq. (4) provides an understanding of the ambiguity in both time delay (τ) and Doppler shift (ν). For the sake of this investigation stationary targets are assumed so ν = 0 and Eq. (4) simply reduces to the autocorrelation of the complex envelope. In order to derive an analytic solution for range ambiguity we will assume that the field amplitudes are slowly varying, and then utilize the Wiener-Khinchin theorem to calculate the autocorrelation of the signal. The Wiener-Khinchin theorem states that the Fourier transform of the PSD is equal to the auto-correlation of the signal [15] . Since it has been shown that the ambiguity function of a periodic function (e.g. CW-LFM signal) is equal to the ambiguity function of a single pulse multiplied by a function which is only dependant on ν, and that this function reduces to unity when ν = 0 [1, 16, 17] , in this case it is only necessary to look at the ambiguity function of a single pulse. Therefore the PSD is |U(f)| 2 /T where U(f) is the Fourier transform of Eq. (3). Calculating U(f)is straightforward by completing the square in the exponent and assuming that u(t)is periodic with period T. 
Solutions to Eq. (5) can be evaluated numerically [16] . In order to derive an analytic solution we recognize that the Fourier transform of a chirped exponential can be approximated by a rectangle function in frequency space. Under this approximation, Eq. (5) becomes: The PSD is found from Eq. (6) by taking the modulus squared and dividing by the period, which simplifies to:
Next we Fourier transform Eq. (7) to get the auto-correlation of u(t) and thus the range ambiguity of the signal. 
Inspection of Eq. (8) shows that the ambiguity function has a central peak at τ = 0 as would be expected from a LFM signal. But, due to frequency interference there are also two other peaks located at multiplying the sinc function in the first term. This phase is due to the superposition of the two waveforms resulting in a narrowing of the central peak at τ = 0 as df increases, as would be expected given that the overall bandwidth is increasing. It is interesting to note that the linewidth narrowing behaves in the same manner as increasing the separation in sparse aperture imaging which narrows the central peak of the point spread function (PSF). The linewidth narrowing comes at a cost as seen by the addition of side lobes on the ambiguity function. This is analogous to sparse aperture imaging where as the central peak narrows the energy is pushed into the wings therefore raising the side lobes and increasing the peak to side lobe ratio (PSLR). Note that in radar/ladar imaging the PSLR is a measure of the maximum amount of energy in the ghost images therefore a lower PSLR is desirable.
Results
To verify Eq. (8) we developed a numerical model to perform the autocorrelation of Eq. (3). The output was then normalized and converted to decibels generating ) (τ χ . When the numerical model was compared to the normalized approximated analytical solution they matched extremely well. For most difference frequencies the two plots matched to within less than one percent at the central lobe. Fig. 3 shows the numerical and analytical solutions plotted together for a time bandwidth product of 100 and a 50MHz difference frequency.
Utilizing the analytical model allows us to understand the underlying physical properties of the range ambiguity as shown in the previous section. Although the analytic model is in good agreement with the numerical model, for determining specific details of performance of the range resolution and the PSLR, the numerical model is more accurate. We programmed an algorithm to record the full width at half maximum (FWHM) (-3dB) of the central lobe (δτ) as well as the PSLR as the simulation stepped through 1MHz difference frequency increments. The PSLR is defined as the ratio of the largest side lobe to the main peak. The relationship between range resolution and the FWHM of the central lobe is given by
By making use of the relationship in Eq. (9) the range resolution (δR) as a function of difference frequency can be recorded, as shown in Fig. 4 . Figure 4 shows the PSLR and δR for the sparse frequency LFM signal with B = 100MHz, T = 1µs, f 0 = 750MHz as a function of df. Also shown in Fig. 4 is the result for a continuous frequency LFM signal with the same period, frequency offset and equivalent bandwidth (df+B) for comparison. From Fig. 4 the range resolution of the sparse frequency LFM signal is approximately the same as the continuously chirped signal with twice the chirp bandwidth on the carrier signal. The only significant difference between the two signals is the PSLR, which as discussed earlier are due to the energy in the central peak being redistributed to the side lobes. Continuing our investigation of this signal as a function of difference frequency we constructed a function by taking the modulus of the autocorrelation function with difference frequency (df) now plotted as a variable. It enables a visualization of how df affects the range ambiguity. 
Conclusion and Outlook
The two chirped sparse frequency model shows an advantage of increasing range resolution without the need for additional chirped frequency bandwidth. We have also shown that interference in the frequency domain will create bands of additional ambiguity, when the difference frequency is less than the chirp bandwidth. After reviewing all of the simulation data we conclude that this type of waveform has the potential to increase the range resolution by two to three times for the same chirped bandwidth depending on the PSLR requirements of the application of ladar systems without sacrificing signal strength. An initial investigation into expanding the scope for this type of signal into N superimposed waveforms has shown promise and we plan to further investigate their potential in the near future. We are currently developing an experiment to verify the results of this model.
